His 3110, Spring 2010, Extra Credit Quiz Review. 0-14 Points to be added to Mid-Term I Exam. (Material to be also tested on Mid-Term II; not the same questions.) Quiz March 11.

(7 pts). Quotes by/about the following (identify the author/subject): Thomas Gradgrind (elder and younger), Josiah Bounderby, Mrs. Sparsit, Stephen Blackpool, Mr. James Harthouse

(7 pts). Multiple-choice, short-answer questions on 1832 Reform Act (Arnstein, ch. 1), People’s Charter, Corn Law and Repeal, Irish Famine, *Laissez-Faire vs. Intervention* (Arnstein, ch. 3), Prosperity and Crystal Palace, The Victorian City (Arnstein, ch. 5)

There will be NO Map Extra Credit Quiz.